The present study has been carried out to evaluate the current status of clinical, educational, social, ethical, and resource issues related to the care of the elderly among emergency physicians (EPs) and emergency nurses (ENs) in Italy. A questionnaire was designed by our scientific society, the Academy of Emergency Medicine and Care (AcEMC), and disseminated directly or by e-mail to a large number of EPs and ENs in several Emergency Departments (EDs) throughout Italy, as well as in a Swiss center. Of the questionnaires, 524 were filled out and returned. Responders were in the majority females [273 vs 239; 12 not available (NA)], and nurses [259 vs 207 physicians vs 54 auxiliary; 4 NA]. Responses to five questions appeared to be normally distributed, whereas other questions elicited interesting responses. In this study focusing for the first time on the EPs’ and ENs’ perception of a broad spectrum of issues related to the elderly emergency care, the Italian community of EPs and ENs seems to be rather comfortable with geriatric emergency medicine, but largely unsatisfied with healthcare out-of-hospital services. The lack of elderly-specific diagnostic and therapeutic post-discharge pathways is broadly appreciated, and the concept of medical futility is not explicitly included in the vast majority of Italian hospital protocols.

Introduction

The mean age and the age distribution of the population is constantly increasing in many countries, due to both increased life expectancy and decreased fertility rates. The elderly also represents a growing concern for Emergency Departments (EDs), accounting for 12 to 24% of all visits. This population is admitted to the ED more often than younger adults, and often presents higher level of acuity, more severe medical conditions, a large number of comorbidities, which require a large volume of testing since older patients are more prone to be admitted and are at higher risk of death. Since the number of elderly patients presenting to overcrowded EDs seems to be destined to further increase, the comprehensive care of these patients is emerging as a crucial issue in the field of emergency medicine. Hence, some authors have recently hypothesized that the emergency care offered to elderly patients may be characterized by poorer quality compared to that administered to younger adults. Although several reports exist on elderly patients’ perception and needs in ED care, little is known about emergency physicians’ (EPs) and emergency nurses’ (ENs) perspective of the geriatric emergency medicine that they are currently practicing. One single survey has been published more than two decades ago, showing that the majority of EPs had more difficulty in managing of older compared with younger patients for each of seven indicative clinical presentations (i.e., abdominal pain, altered mental status, chest pain, dizziness/vertigo, fever, headache, major trauma), and most respondents reported that each of these presentations required more time and resources for management of older patients. Moreover, the majority of them believed that the time spent during residency training regarding geriatric emergency medicine was inadequate.

As such, aim of this study was to evaluate the perception of the current status of clinical, educational, social, ethical, and resource issues related to the care of the elderly among EPs and ENs in Italy.

Materials and Methods

A questionnaire based on 14 issues (Figure 1) was designed by our scientific society (Academy of Emergency Medicine and Care (AcEMC)), and subsequently disseminated either directly or via e-mail to a large number of EPs and ENs in several EDs throughout Italy and in one Swiss center (Bern). For the purposes of this questionnaire, elderly has been defined as a patient of >80 years old, or, if aged 65-80 years, with defined frailty. For each question, five numeric answers were provided, ranging from 1 (totally disagree) to 5 (totally agree). Several questions (i.e., 1, 2, 5, 7, 8, 11, and 12) were focused on the perception of attitude and capability to face geriatric emergency medicine. Some questions (i.e., 3, 4, 6, 13) were focused on the attitude and/or the quality of care and health records in pre-hospital and in-hospital settings (i.e., other than ED). Two questions (i.e., 9 and 10) were focused on what EPs and ENs consider possible and useful to be disseminated directly or by e-mail to a large number of EPs and ENs in several Emergency Departments (EDs) throughout Italy, as well as in a Swiss center. Of the questionnaires, 524 were filled out and returned. Responders were in the majority females [273 vs 239; 12 not available (NA)], and nurses [259 vs 207 physicians vs 54 auxiliary; 4 NA]. Responses to five questions appeared to be normally distributed, whereas other questions elicited interesting responses. In this study focusing for the first time on the EPs’ and ENs’ perception of a broad spectrum of issues related to the elderly emergency care, the Italian community of EPs and ENs seems to be rather comfortable with geriatric emergency medicine, but largely unsatisfied with healthcare out-of-hospital services. The lack of elderly-specific diagnostic and therapeutic post-discharge pathways is broadly appreciated, and the concept of medical futility is not explicitly included in the vast majority of Italian hospital protocols.
Results

A total of 524 questionnaires were filled out and returned, with a variable number of responses to the single items (i.e., from 9 to 14, leading to a total of responses varying from 451 to 524). Responders were in majority females [273 vs 239; 12 not available (NA)], and nurses (259 vs 207 physicians vs 54 auxiliary; 4 NA). The age distribution was: <30 yrs, 44 responders; 30-39 yrs, 177 responders; 40-49 yrs, 186 responders; 50-59 yrs, 66 responders; >60 yrs, 15 responders; NA, 36 responders. The responses did not show differences related to gender, age or role.

The questions were the following: 1=In your ED the elderly care has the same quality of adult care; 2=Competence and communication attitudes of emergency health care professionals are the same with elderly and adult patients; 3=Health and social recordings of elderly patients referred to the ED by their general practitioners are generally of good quality; 4=Health and social recordings of elderly patients referred to the ED by nursing homes are generally of good quality; 5=Medical causes for non specific, typically geriatric, presentations (i.e., delirium, falls, hypokinesis) are systematically investigated; 6=The willingness to admit elderly patients to medical wards is the same as for adult patients; 7=During ED process basic needs of elderly patients (i.e., meals, hygiene, micturition, evacuation) are always met; 8=In your ED objectives tools (i.e., scores) for functional, cognitive and social evaluation of elderly patients are generally used; 9=In your opinion in daily routine it would be possible to use objectives tools (i.e., scores) for functional, cognitive and social evaluation of elderly patients in daily routine; 10=It would be useful to use objectives tools (i.e., scores) for functional, cognitive and social evaluation of elderly patients in daily routine; 11=Before discharging an elderly patient, in your ED a quick functional, cognitive and social evaluation is generally performed; 12=The patient age influences by itself the triage priority code, or some different priorities are given to the elderly if the triage code is the same; 13=In your Hospital elderly-specific diagnostic and therapeutic post-discharge pathways are generally provided; 14=In your Hospital the concept of futility is explicitly included in protocols.

Answers to question n. 6, 7, 9, 11, 12 seem to be normally distributed (i.e., in a Gauss-like manner), so they are neither displayed nor commented. The distributions of answers to questions 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 8, 10, 13, 14 are significantly skewed towards values 1 or 5 (Figures 2 and 3). Regarding question 8, due to the intrinsic nature of the study, it was not possible to know which kind of objective tool for functional, cognitive and social evaluation of elderly patients was used by the few responders answering 4 or 5 (i.e., agree or totally agree). There were no significant differences in responses between large and small hospital, or universities centers.

Discussion

This study was focused for the first time on the EPs’ and ENs’ perception of a broad spectrum of issues related to elderly emergency care. Interestingly, the vast majority of EPs and ENs perceived that the quality of emergency elderly care is at least good as adult emergency care (71.8%), and that their competence and communication attitude toward elderly patients was as good as toward adult patients (61.7%). More than half of responders (52.1%) declared to always investigate a medical cause for some non-specific and typically geriatric presentations (i.e., delirium, falls, hypokinesis). However, the majority of responders (68.1%) declared that in their EDs objectives tools (i.e., scores) are not used in functional, cognitive and social evaluation of elderly patients, and only 26% of the responders considered that it may be useful to use these tools in daily routine.

Only 19.6% of the responders, with no differences between EPs and ENs, considered the health and social recordings accompanying the elderly patients referred to the ED by their general practitioner (GP) of good quality, and only 28.2% considered the health and social recordings accompanying the elderly patients referred to the ED by nursing homes of good quality. These last perceptions are of utmost importance for the future compelling development of simple but effective clinical recording and communication tools between GPs and
EPs. Not surprisingly, 64.1% of the responders declared that elderly-specific diagnostic and therapeutic post-discharge pathways are not provided in their hospitals.

The last question, rather understandably, has been the most neglected (i.e., only 451 answers, representing 86% of the whole sample). The concept of medical futility has been a matter of debate for decades, and a univocal definition is still lacking. In our study, 70.1% of the responders replied that the concept of futility is not explicitly included in protocols of their hospitals but, rather surprisingly, 10.8% of responders believed that this is the case. However, to the best of our knowledge, no hospital in Italy has explicitly included the concept of futility in local protocols or guidelines. Further research is needed on this topic.

Conclusions

In conclusion, this is the first study focusing on the EPs’ and ENs’ perception of a broad spectrum of issues related to elderly emergency care, and the results describe an Italian community of EPs and ENs rather comfortable with geriatric emergency medicine, but largely unsatisfied with the healthcare out-of-hospital services. The lack of elderly-specific diagnostic and therapeutic post-discharge pathways is broadly appreciated, and the concept of medical futility is not explicitly included in the vast majority of Italian hospital protocols.
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